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 Mr. and Mrs 
 Dr. and Team SRO, Posthauspraxis,  
 Postpraxis 2 Fam.Wyss 
 
 Langenthal 2023-02-28 

Ladies and Gentlemen 

With a mug of coin-operated tea, I ask myself why, even after Sunday and many days of 
good sleep after the crucial match last Wednesday, I was able to promote promotion to two 
teams and two leagues like yesterday, Monday, again in uninterrupted match training for 
many years, but only watching for once and Ms. Maya's compliments after a year's stay as a 
foreigner M and her extension for another year and before the next Wednesday match in a 
week after a muscle building training in the gym had to take an ibuprofeen and can now 
enjoy two hot cups of coin tea like this also happens from time to time and a crusty bread 
from Migros Beck on Langenthaler Strasse Migros. 

I came to dr. Wyss family on the decision that there is an external unwarranted political 
revolution over street robberies 1 and 2 which, from my perspective and that of the Dr. 
Wyss and also from the point of view of my father, whom I support every day with 
electronics from the FC Bayern area like my Oltern teammates here in Langenthal, also the 
Germans from East Bavaria-Faraway one I have again for training here in Langenthal on 
Wednesday, my worldwide Megastores with the from the USA Silicon Valley of the security 
secure socket layer2 in old and all smartphones and all desktops all over the world totally all 
buzzed socket so what my Ruffleshop just runs on it like a joint in the operated knee, what 
then with you, like with my bowls colleague and old table tennis comrade, totally then, when 
returning to the gymnasium, runs from that for light training at a lower level than that of us 
professionals – totally unjustified and internationally forbidden. 

Yesterday, Monday, during training, I saw all my buddies from my second team, where you 

are promoted as in my first team, as dear members. The policeman in particular was 

particularly talkative, although he had to get to it, I only stretched my joints, practiced soccer 

walk-in, step tests, arm bends, squats, stretching and watched a lot and gave very little 

applause at the right moment. In front of the men's doubles I called for all men to stand 

closer to the table, because the opponent was closer to the table, which I saw and 

complained about - but only very short and very rare impulses. 

 

So my fridge is full like my worldwide megastores with the latest world trade products in the 

worldwide security area of all devices in the world in every browser as Secure Socket Layer 

2, called Ruffle and my product names Ruffleshop and Rufflesafe.            ./. 

  

 



 

I brought my father the last letter from Daniel Steiner, whom I discovered online today in a 

photograph for the first time, whom I never knew and saw, never spoke to, and never heard 

of, or didn't make an appointment with. I told a woman that he didn't look like one of the 

badi to me, I'm sure I've never seen them there either, I think there are different bald guys 

walking around than the one in the photo. The President of the Parliament, Beatrice, said in 

the pool in front of the Vreni and me that (said it in good times when the ice rink was 

replanned back then) you would come and get it if you didn't have one anymore. 

 

This is internationally forbidden to rob the citizens. Lovely woman noises now at ibuprofee 

time after sports event at 2 a.m. with door hinges closing due to ventilation, sounding similar 

to letting pets in. For me, for many years, loving gestures from the neighbor I have never 

seen! 

 

According to the last letter from Daniel Steiner, the STV and Steiner himself should trigger 

political gangs and not unknown, if not he and his cliques himself over the years, then who, 

the larger politicians, his clients, his chains, or he as the Swiss electricity business 

Revolutionary revolutionaries of thousands of leading fellow citizens, as you can read from 

the face of the man in the photo since the corruption of the official gazette: I will then no 

longer have a chance in the new neighborhood. My question: locally, like in business. But 

with Factory 2 I need all the local customers, I no longer need them locally. Locally, they 

don't want Steiner Daniel to transfer me any chance or money, and they call me negatively 

commercially, like in the Flash times, for example up to Thomas Arm GEWA Zollikofen with 

low family branding. Last mentioned price for the triple: 

CHF 60,000 for kirchelangenthal.ch, schlossthunstetten.ch and stadtlangenthal.ch, the latter 

top level one wants to rob for CHF 1000.-, whereby I have four versions per triple top level 

for about notarized CHF 5000.- each would certainly have to earn money when selling 

according to the last letter from STV Daniel Steiner, which is so surely forbidden 

internationally, which poses a threat to me. One walks over corpses here, which is 

announced with it. And here, once again, you let the little citizens pass a very seldom own 

cunning time. 

 

 Best regards 

 Andreas Lützenberger 

 


